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MEET YOUR TEACHER

Hello, I’m Mrs. Tremore
Welcome to 2nd grade. I am so glad you are in my
class! We have a wonderful year full of learning,
laughter, (and most of all fun!) ahead of us!
A Bit About Me..
I grew up in Canaryville and I’m still proud to call
this community my home today. Yes! That means I
am a St. Gabriel School Alumni. Go Shamrocks!
I love to craft, watch new movies, cook, and enjoy
family time with my children.
My Favorites..
Color: Green
Book: Harry Potter Book Series
Subject: Writing
Restaurant: Ricobene’s :)
Contact Information..
tremorea@stgabrielchicago.com
jurisicj@stgabrielchicago.com
www.saintgabes.com

OUR CLASSROOM
“ Family isn’t always your relatives. It's the ones who accept
you for who you are. The ones who would do anything to see
you smile, and who love you know matter what.”
- Shannon Olsen, Author “Our Class is a Family”
Our Classroom Family:
Georgia Arlowe
Anahisabel Briseno
Brynn Cooper
Charles Cordin
Maura Costas
Sebastian Dever
Jacqueline Freeman
Olive Gagen

Gavin Geers
Gregory Kelly
Donna Maher
Liam McCormick
Madelyn McLaughlin
Scarlett Nazar
Sharon Nazar
Andrew Sifuentes

OUR LEARNING
SWBAT
Students Will Be Able To…

Reading and Language Arts: Students will be able to
develop oral reading fluency, retell a story providing details,
identify an increasing number of words by sight, and use
punctuation correctly.
Math: Students will be able to understand math vocabulary
and recognize it, subtract and add two digit numbers, use
appropriate tools and manipulatives to solve problems.
Science: Students will be able to explore physical, earth,
and life science through readings, experiments, and group
discussions.
Social Studies: Students will be able to develop map skills,
graph and chart skills, citizenship skills, and sequence of
events throughout history.
Religion: Students will be able to prepare themselves for
the sacraments of reconciliation and communion.
At Home Goals: Students will be able to practice math
facts, study spelling patterns and practice spelling words in
a variety of ways besides memorization, have plenty of
age- appropriate books to read 10-15 minutes each night,
work with their parents to develop study skills that will last
a lifetime.

OUR SCHEDULE
Our daily curriculum schedule includes
★ Reading and Language Arts
★ Spelling, Grammar, and Phonics
★ Math
★ Science
★ Social Studies
★ Religion

★
★
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★

Our daily special schedule includes
Monday - Humanities
Tuesday - Spanish
Wednesday - Gym
Thursday - Gym
Friday - Church

OUR SCHOOL
Saint Gabriel Catholic School provides a
faith- based learning environment that
encourages all students realize their Godgiven potential . It fulfills the needs of its
students by providing standards- based
curricula, as well as instruction that allows
for individual differences and learning
styles . Through the instruction in the
Catholic faith, each student comes to
value the importance of living a faithfilled life.

